A printer receives a multimedia document as input and creates two documents as output: a paper version of the multimedia document and a "mapping" file that maps marks on the physical pages onto actions. The mapping table is supplied to an application associated with a pen-capture device that can be attached to the paper version of the multimedia document and used to receive the marks applied to the paper.
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A printer is described that receives a multimedia document as input and creates two documents as output: a paper version of the multimedia document and a "mapping" table that maps marks on the physical pages of the paper version onto actions. Example actions include modifying the replay behavior of the multimedia document or adding handwritten annotations to the original multimedia file.

The mapping table is supplied to an application associated with a pen-capture device that can access the paper version of the multimedia document and receive the marks applied to the paper. Typically these are sequences of x-y coordinates interspersed with pen-up and pen-down indications. The application communicates with the pen in real-time if online interaction with something like a replay system is desired. Alternatively, the communication can be asynchronous, with the pen markings being made asynchronously with playing of the video. The data generated by the pen can be cached and downloaded sometime after interaction with the paper document is finished. In this case the pen could not be used for real-time control of the Multimedia Application, but it could still capture data synchronized to the timeline of the multimedia because of the placement of handwritten markings on the paper document.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

The invention is illustrated by way of example, and not by way of limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings in which like reference numerals refer to similar elements.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a flow chart showing a method performed in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a flow chart showing a method performed in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 shows an example of a reformatted multimedia document shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 5 is an example of a mapping table shown in FIG. 1. FIGS. 6(a) and 6(b) are, respectively, an example of output from a pen capture system and associated Postscript.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing another preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 8 is an example of a multimedia document to which handwritten annotations have been added.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS**

A method and apparatus for a multimedia printer and an associated control system is described. In the following description, for purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the invention. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art that the invention can be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, structures and devices are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid obscuring the invention.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of a system 100 in accordance with the present invention. System 100 includes a multimedia document 102. As used herein, the term "multimedia document" refers to anything in the print stream sent to the printer, including both printing and non-printing data, including printable documents, video docu-
ments, audio documents, tactile documents, olfactory documents (e.g., scratch and sniff), and edible documents (e.g., http://www.tastyfetocart.com/Machine). In FIG. 1, the document is sent to a data processing system 104, such as a PC, over a network, such as the Internet, an intranet, a wireless connection, a wide area network, or the like. Multimedia document 102 could also be generated using a data processing system 104. An annotatable document printer (ADP) 106 receives the document from data processing system 104. ADP 106 prints a reformatted multimedia document 110. In some embodiments document 102 is also printed if it is printable. In addition, ADP 106 outputs a mapping table 107, which is described in detail below.

Either immediately or at a later time, a user uses an input device 112, such as a pen or a non-writing stylus, to mark up reformatted multimedia document 110. Device 112 sends input to a Pen-2-Action Translator (PAT) 108. PAT 108 uses mapping table 107 and the input from device 112 to generate output for a multimedia application 114, as described in more detail below. In some embodiments, PAT 108 itself performs actions instead of or in addition to application 114. In certain embodiments, the mark ups from device 112 are used to annotate a paper document. In other embodiments, the mark ups from device 112 are used to control playback of a video or audio document. In other embodiments, the mark ups are converted to an appropriate format and written into the original multimedia document. In other embodiments, multimedia application 114 might be an application, such as the Windows Media Player, running on a nearby PC. Such an arrangement would let the user control replay of the associated media file by marking marks on the paper document. In other embodiments, multimedia application 114 might be Microsoft PowerPoint or Microsoft Word. The marks are converted to a vector format that are stored in the object-oriented representation for the document that is maintained by the running application. It can then render those marks onto the image of the document shown on the screen of the PC and store those marks in the document’s representation on disk.

Examples of pens that can be used as device 112 include the Seiko Ink-Link system and similar digitizing tablets. Other examples of device 112 include a regular pen writing on top of an x-y capture grid, and a stylus that does not actually make marks, but whose movement on document 110 is detected and captured.

In some embodiments, multimedia application 114 is connected to and controls a playback device, such as device to play back audio or video. As is described below, this control is caused by the user marking marks on the reformatted multimedia document 110. In other embodiments, the application 114 is connected to a writing device that enables application 114 to write data into documents. In other embodiments, the application 114 is connected to a network that enables it to send emails or other types of messages over a network.

FIG. 2 shows a flowchart for the operation of an embodiment of annotatable document printer (ADP) 106. The steps executed on data processing system 104, ADP 106, PAT 108 and application 114 are shown. In element 202, data processing system 104 receives a multimedia document 102, e.g. a video file or an audio file. Data processing system 104 designs 204 and generates 206 data describing an output document layout, including specification for “hot” zones.

Hot zones are areas that can be written into with a pen capture system and the handwriting optionally passed along to another application, either in real-time or sometime after the handwriting is applied to the document. Some hot zones may include x-y bounding box coordinates (e.g., in inches from the upper left corner of the page) and at least one action that is to be applied to handwriting entered in that bounding box. Hot zones can also include a transformation from spatial coordinates to time within the multimedia data. For example, a 6-inch wide hot zone can linearly scale to the segment between 2 minutes and 4 minutes. A handwritten annotation made at the left side of that zone would correspond to the 00:02:00 position in the video. Examples of hot zones are shown in FIGS. 4 and 8.

The data processing system 104 generates data representing the output document, automatically transforming the multimedia document received as input according to the document layout specification. Note that the document layout specification may specify a generic layout for more than one physical page in the output document.

In element 208, the designed output document layout is sent to ADP 106. A print driver converts hot zone specifications into comments embedded in a page description language (PDL) file. Note that use of a PDL provides a portable representation that can be used on any printer.

Elements 210 and 212 are preferably performed by ADP 106. In element 210, ADP 106 renders the PDL file to a printable bitmap and creates mapping table 107. Note that printer-specific characteristics, such as scaling of the rendered page are only known when the document is printed (i.e., sent to ADP 106). For example, a page could originally have been generated for letter size but was printed on 11"x17" paper. The ability to change the print characteristics at print time is one reason why the printer must create mapping table 107. ADP 106 outputs mapping table 107 in element 212 to any appropriate storage medium.

Elements 214-228 are preferably performed by PAT 108. In element 214, PAT 108 reads mapping table 107. In one embodiment, the PAT is plugged into the printer to read mapping table 107. In another embodiment, the PAT is connected via a wireless or wired network connection. In another embodiment, a physical medium is carried between the printer and the PAT. In general, PAT 108 can receive the mapping table via any appropriate mechanism. PAT 108 then preferably opens a connection 216 to device 112 to determine if the device 112 is alive. In certain embodiments, PAT 108 receives and decodes 218 a document ID, which is preferably included in the mapping table and confirms that the mapping table corresponds to the reformatted multimedia document.

Next PAT 108 accumulates all the x-y coordinates from device 112 beginning with a pen-down and until the next pen-up into a “stroke” (see elements 220, 222, 224). PAT 108 uses the mapping table to determine 228 whether the stroke is in any of the hot zones and determines a corresponding action in accordance with the mapping table. In element 230, actions such as control actions 408 are executed by multimedia application 114 in response to communication by PAT 108. Other actions, such as “Write into media” or “Email to” preferably are executed by PAT 108. The flow of control then returns to element 220 and repeats until the connection with the pen is terminated.

This system could be implemented with a document layout application 114 such as Microsoft Word or Adobe Acrobat with a plug-in that allows designation of hot zones on the document and associates actions with them. For example, one could draw a box, give a title “Last Name” and associate an action with it such as “Contents uploaded to http://www.rich.com/employee_status_change.” When that document is printed, the postscript sent to the printer would include embedded comments that instruct the printer to capture the x-y coordinates of the bounding box for the hot zone, its title, and the action associated with the hot zone. That information would comprise the Mapping Table for that printout.
FIG. 3 shows a flowchart for the operation of another embodiment of annotatable document printer (ADP) 106. In this embodiment, more functionality is located in printer and less on data processing system 104. Other embodiments may have functionality that is located in the system elements in locations different from either of FIG. 2 or 3, both of which are provided by way of example.

In this embodiment, data processing system 104 performs a "normal" print function and does not add any control or hot zone information to the document. Thus, in element 352, data processing system 104 receives a multimedia document 102, e.g., a video file. Data processing system 104 generates 354 an output document and sends 356 it to the ADP 106.

In this embodiment, ADP 106 adds the control information such as hot zones. In this embodiment, ADP 106 determines 358 hot zone specifications. Elements 360 and 362 are preferably performed by ADP 106. In element 360, ADP 106 creates mapping table 107 in accordance with the determined hot zones. Note that printer-specific characteristics, such as scaling of the rendered page are only known when the document is printed (i.e., sent to ADP 106). For example, a page could originally have been generated for letter size but was printed on 11 x 17" paper. The ability to change the print characteristics at print time is one reason why the printer must create mapping table 107. ADP 106 outputs mapping table 107 in element 362 to any appropriate storage medium, such as a CD, a memory, or a memory of PAT 108.

Elements 364-378 are preferably performed by PAT 108 and are generally the same as element 214-230 of FIG. 2. Element 380 is performed by PAT 108 or application 114, depending on the type of action being performed.

FIG. 4 shows an example of a reformatted multimedia document 110 shown in FIG. 1. This example shows a document that could be marked by the user. The document includes a control area 402, a frame area 403, and a document ID area 404. These areas are also called hot zones.

Document control area 402 includes check boxes 408 on the paper document that provide control functions such as Play, Stop, Fast Forward, Rewind, etc. As the user uses device 110 to mark one or more of these boxes, PAT 108 accesses the mapping table to recognize the positions of those marked boxes as corresponding to the indicated commands. When PAT 108 receives input within those ranges of coordinates, the proper commands are transmitted to the multimedia application 114. The example of FIG. 4 shows control functions for a video player. Other embodiments can include control commands for other types of devices.

Frame area 403 includes a first timeline representation 410, showing time values ranging between "0:00:00" and "2:00:00" and further includes key frames, such as key frame 412, that are extracted from the video. The key frames are printed so as to correspond to time values on the timeline. The machine that performs video replay preferably includes a timer that shows the current position in the recording. Either before, during, or after the user watches the replay of the video, the user references the corresponding place on the time line and writes free-hand notes on document 400. PAT 108 captures these notes from pen capture system 112 and determines their correspondence to the correct position on the time line derived in accordance with the mapping table. Multimedia application 114 preferably writes those notes back into the multimedia document (for example, as a channel in an mpeg4 representation of the video).

Document ID area 404 includes check boxes 420 on the paper document. Individual documents are identified with a series of numbered checkboxes 420 at the bottom of the page. ADP 106 preferably generates a unique serial number (also called a document ID) for each page and indicates that in the printout by graying out the appropriate boxes. See, for example, element 218 of FIG. 2, which accepts a document ID from a user. FIG. 4 shows an example of the check boxes printed for the document with serial number 115234. The user then fills in the grayed-out boxes at some point while marking up the document. The document ID identifies the specific page (and document) and preferably is used as a registration mark to ensure that the x-y coordinates captured as a result of the user marking up the document correspond to the x-y coordinates generated when the document was printed. In certain embodiments, once the checkboxes 420 are marked by the user, PAT 108 locates marks corresponding to these check boxes and uses the x-y coordinates of their centers of gravity to correct for document skew and translation.

ADP 106 allows the creation of multi-generational (MG) documents. Handwritten annotations applied to the document are captured by PAT 108 and written back into the page description file for that page on the printer as a series of vector draw commands. In a preferred embodiment, ADP 106 caches the PDL to enable this write-back operation. The user can print the next generation of that document (the one that includes the handwriting). Yet another generation could be generated by writing on this new document. For example, zone 452 in FIGS. 4 and 8 has this characteristic. The action "write into this document," as shown in element 512 of FIG. 5 causes the PAT to send the strokes entered in this zone to the printer that produced this document (http://www.rico-h.com/adp_nep_22867) and write the stroke data as a series of vector draw commands into the postscript file 1115234.ps that was cached on this printer.

The postscript instructions corresponding to handwritten annotations are, for example, stored as comments in the header of the postscript file, or they could be encoded directly in the postscript data. FIG. 7 shows an example fragment of data generated by a pen capture system that writes a 1-inch long stroke in zone 2 and the corresponding postscript representation (Note: postscript uses a coordinate system based on "point size". There are 72 points per inch.). The next time this document is printed, it will be assigned a new serial number, e.g., 115235, and the process could be repeated.

URL 430 is the name for the original multimedia document 102 from which document 110 was generated. It is printed on the document 110 so the user can easily find it and replay the multimedia while marking up the paper. Some embodiments print information 432 about the multimedia document at the top of the document 110. This information might include, for example, a title and a date that the document was created.

An alternative version of the multi-generational system would store the location of the original symbolic document in the Mapping Table, e.g., \MyDocuments\neu_writeup.doc, and the PAT system would transmit either the output from the pen capture system (e.g., Fig. 6(a)), the page description language (e.g., Fig. 6(b)), note: PDL is an example of a meta language that would be knowable to all document preparation systems), or commands known to the application that created the original document. In this case, that might be drawing commands for Microsoft Word or a bitmap (.bmp file) the PAT application created to over-write the zone (i.e., one inch high and six inches wide positioned at x = 1.0" and y = 4.0" on the document).

FIG. 5 shows an example 500 of mapping table 107 of FIG. 1. In this example, mapping table 107 is an XML document, having a document ID area 502, a controls area 504, and a notes area 506. In the example, the areas are denoted by tags,
such as xml tags, although any appropriate format could be used to store mapping information.

Document ID area 502 contains data that identifies the location of portions of document 110 that will be marked by the user to indicate a document ID and what values marks made in various locations indicate. When a user marks check boxes 420 in FIG. 4 to indicate a document ID (by marking the grayed out boxes printed on the document), PAT 108 uses these marks to locate the correct mapping table to use when interpreting further marks made by the user. In a preferred embodiment, there are a number of potential mapping tables 107 available to PAT 108 and PAT 108 needs to decide which one is appropriate for the document being marked up by the user. In some embodiments, a single mapping table is used for more than one document IDs. In the example, the document ID is “1112534.” In the mapping table, each of a series of locations has an associated minimum X, maximum X, minimum Y, maximum Y value associated with it. These locations correspond to locations on the checkboxes 420 that a user would mark to indicate a digit in the document ID. Thus, if a user marks a 1 in the first set of checkboxes 440, a 1 in the second set of checkboxes 442, a 5 in the third set of checkboxes 444, a 2 in the fourth set of checkboxes 446, a 3 in the fifth set of checkboxes 448, and a 4 in the sixth set of checkboxes 449, PAT 108 determines that the user is looking at and marking up the document having document ID 1112534. Note that, in this embodiment, the mapping table contains its own identifier and contains information to tell the PAT where to find that identifier within a document. This feature enables upward compatibility, since various documents can contain various types and formats of documents identifiers. In certain embodiments, it is envisioned that the format of document IDs can be altered or upgraded as needed by reprinting the documents 110 and changing the mapping tables 107.

Controls area 504 contains data that identifies the locations of portions of document 110 that will be marked by the user to indicate control functions. Any marks made by the user in the areas indicated by the x, y coordinates are taken to indicate a corresponding control function, such as play stop, fast forward, or rewind. Data indicating the function is sent to multimedia application 114, where it is used to control playback of the multimedia document.

Notes area 506 contain data that identifies the location of portions of document 110 that will be marked by the user to add notes about the multimedia document. Notes area 506 contains data about a plurality of zones. These zones correspond, for example, to zones 450, 452, and 454 of FIG. 4. In the described embodiment, the data for each zone includes an associated minimum X, maximum X, minimum Y, maximum Y value, a minimum and maximum time, an action, a timing, and a destination. Other embodiments may contain more or fewer types of data. The X,Y values correspond to locations on the multimedia document 110 in which the user can make handwritten notes. The minimum and maximum time values correspond to the times in the playback to which the notes correspond. The action tells the system what to do with the handwritten data (for example, write it into the document or another document, or convert it to text and email it to a recipient). In other embodiments, an action might include immediately writing the handwritten data to an instant messaging application that would display the handwritten annotations on the screen of another user in real-time. The handwriting could also be displayed on the screen or projector that’s showing the multimedia playback. The timing data tells the system whether to perform the action immediately or to delay it. In other embodiments, the timing might tell the system how long to delay or whether to queue the data on the ADP waiting for an instruction to forward it to a specified user.

The destination indicates a data set for the action (for example, add the notes into a document or email the notes to a destination recipient). If the destination is a document, the destination data is a document address, such as a URI or document ID. In the example, a first destination 510 is the address of the PDL for the multimedia document 102. In the example, a second destination 512 is the address of a document other than the PDL. In the example, a third destination 514 is an email address. If the destination is an email recipient, the destination data is an email address. In other embodiments, destinations might be an instant messaging address, a storage location, a fax number, a voice telephone number, a cell phone number, a text messaging address, and a cell phone address suitable for receiving multimedia messages. Note that in the described embodiment, the action and destination are printed 460, 462, 464 in the corresponding notes area 450, 452, 454 of reformatted multimedia document 110 so that a human being will know what will be done with his handwritten notes.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing another preferred embodiment of the present invention. This implementation uses a normal pen as device 112. At some point later in time the user re-scans 752 the document. Analysis software 754 automatically identifies the document (by OCR of the document ID or recognition of a bar code), use the Mapping Table 707 to find the hot zones on the scanned document, and applies the actions associated with the hot zones. Such actions could include the application of notes back onto specific times in the original multimedia file.

FIG. 8 is an example of a reformatted multimedia document 110 with handwritten annotations. A multimedia document 800 includes notes 802, 806 attached to the timeline at 00:02:15 804 and 00:03:30 808. After scanning this page, the analysis software would locate the point where the handwritten notes crossed the time line, compute the corresponding actual times in the multimedia, and write those notes into the multimedia file, or a meta file associated with it (e.g., an mpeg7 representation). Thus, this embodiment provides a technique for mapping handwritten annotations at arbitrary positions along a time line onto events in a multimedia recording. This lets anyone, by using any writing implement, such a pen, pencil, or crayon, add time-stamped notes to a multimedia recording. The recording does not necessarily have to be playing when the notes are applied to the paper document.

Reference in the specification to “one embodiment,” “a certain embodiment” or “an embodiment” means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the invention. The appearances of the phrase “in one embodiment” in various places in the specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.

Some portions of the detailed descriptions that follow are presented in terms of methods and symbolic representations of operations on data bits within a computer memory. These methodic descriptions and representations are the means used by those skilled in the data processing arts to most effectively convey the substance of their work to others skilled in the art. A method is here, and generally, conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of steps leading to a desired result. The steps are those requiring physical manipulations of physical quantities. Often, though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic signals capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise manipulated. It has proven convenient at times, principally
for reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the like.

It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are merely convenient labels applied to these quantities. Unless specifically stated otherwise as apparent from the following discussion, it is appreciated that throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms such as "processing" or "computing" or "calculating" or "determining" or "displaying" or the like, refer to the action and processes of a computer system, or similar electronic computing device, that manipulates and transforms data represented as physical (electronic) quantities within the computer system's registers and memories into other data similarly represented as physical quantities within the computer system memories or registers or other such information storage, transmission or display devices.

The present invention also relates to apparatus for performing the operations herein. This apparatus may be specially constructed for the required purposes, or it may comprise a general-purpose computer selectively activated or reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. Such a computer program may be stored in a computer readable storage medium, such as, but is not limited to, any type of disk including floppy disks, optical disks, CD-ROMs, and magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories (ROMs), random access memories (RAMs), EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards, or any type of media suitable for storing electronic instructions, and each coupled to a computer system bus.

The methods and displays presented herein are not inherently related to any particular computer or other apparatus. Various general-purpose systems may be used with programs in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may prove convenient to construct more specialized apparatus to perform the required methods. The required structure for a variety of these systems will appear from the description below. In addition, the present invention is not described with reference to any particular programming language. It will be appreciated that a variety of programming languages and Page Description Languages (PDLs) may be used to implement the teachings of the invention as described herein.

Moreover, the present invention is claimed below operating on or working in conjunction with an information system. Such an information system as claimed may be the entire messaging system as detailed below in the preferred embodiment or only portions of such a system. Thus, the present invention is capable of operating with any information system from those with minimal functionality to those providing all the functionality disclosed herein.

While the present invention has been described with reference to certain preferred embodiments, those skilled in the art will recognize that various modifications may be provided. Variations upon and modifications to the preferred embodiments are provided for by the present invention, which is limited only by the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method, comprising:
receiving a multimedia document comprising content in an original layout, the multimedia document comprising data ordered sequentially with respect to time;
reformatting the received multimedia document, the reformatting comprising augmenting the data of the multimedia document in the original layout to add at least one hot zone positioned in an area contained by spatial coordinates representing a distinct time range in the sequentially ordered data, and visually located with respect to a sequence of data from the sequentially ordered data to create a visual correspondence between the at least one hot zone and a corresponding sequence from the sequentially ordered data, thereby producing a reformatted multimedia document in an output layout:
and outputting, by a printer, the reformatted multimedia document in the output layout; and
outputting, by a printer, a mapping table describing at least one action associated with the at least one hot zone of the reformatted multimedia document, at least one action comprising, responsive to receiving pen strokes within the at least one hot zone, writing a representation of the pen strokes to the received multimedia document at the distinct time range corresponding to the at least one hot zone.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the multimedia document is a video.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the multimedia document is a printable document.

4. The method of claim 1, further including:
receiving pen strokes made on the reformatted multimedia document;
and interpreting the pen strokes in accordance with the mapping table.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the pen strokes are made with a pen that creates marks on paper.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the pen strokes are made with a non-marking stylus.

7. The method of claim 4, further including:
sending an email to a recipient in accordance with the interpreted pen strokes and the mapping table.

8. The method of claim 4, further including:
writing data representing the received pen strokes to a file containing the multimedia document received by the printer, in accordance with the interpreted pen strokes and the mapping table.

9. The method of claim 4, further including:
writing to a file different from a file containing the multimedia document received by the printer, in accordance with the interpreted pen strokes and the mapping table.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein reformatting the received multimedia document further comprises augmenting the data of the received multimedia document to add a second hot zone that allows a user to control playback of a video player by marking the second hot zone.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein reformatting the received multimedia document further comprises augmenting the data of the received multimedia document to add a second hot zone that allows a user to control playback of a video player by marking the second hot zone.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the mapping table includes data representing a plurality of checkboxes, each checkbox corresponding to possible alphanumeric characters in a first position of a document ID and further including data representing which alphanumeric character corresponds to at least one of the plurality of checkboxes.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the mapping table includes data representing locations of a plurality of control areas, and further including data representing which control areas correspond to which of a plurality of control functions for a video or audio playback machine.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the mapping table includes data representing locations of a plurality of hot zones, and further including data representing a time window associated with at least one of the plurality of hot zones.
15. The method of claim 1, wherein the mapping table includes data representing locations of a plurality of hot zones, and further including data representing an action associated with at least one of the plurality of hot zones.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the mapping table includes data representing locations of a plurality of hot zones, and further including data representing a timing value associated with at least one of the plurality of hot zones.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein the mapping table includes data representing locations of a plurality of hot zones, and further including an action and a destination for the action associated with at least one of the plurality of hot zones.

18. The method of claim 1, further including:

- receiving the pen strokes made on the reformatted multimedia document;
- interpreting the pen strokes in accordance with the mapping table; and
- writing data representing the received pen strokes to a file containing the multimedia document received by the printer in accordance with the interpreted pen strokes and the mapping table, wherein the file is a video file and wherein the writing step is performed at a time when the video file is not being played back.

19. The method of claim 1, further including:

- scanning the pen strokes made on the reformatted multimedia document;
- interpreting the pen strokes in accordance with the mapping table; and
- writing data representing the scanned pen strokes to a video file in accordance with the interpreted pen strokes and the mapping table, wherein the writing step is performed at a time when the video file is not being played back.

20. A method, comprising:

- receiving a document file comprising multimedia data ordered sequentially with respect to time and a plurality of designated timeline input areas contained by spatial coordinates and capable of receiving pen strokes, each designated timeline input area corresponding to a plurality of distinct key multimedia frames in multimedia data, and spatial coordinates of each designated timeline input area representing a distinct time range corresponding to the plurality of distinct key frames of the received document file, and visually located with respect to the corresponding plurality of distinct key frames to create a visual correspondence between each of the designated timeline input area and the corresponding plurality of distinct key frames;
- receiving pen strokes within one of the plurality of designated timeline input areas of the document, the one of the plurality of designated timeline input areas associated via a mapping table with an action comprising, responsive to receiving pen strokes within the one of the plurality of designated timeline input area, writing a representation of the pen strokes to the received multimedia document at distinct time range corresponding to the one of the plurality of designated timeline input area;
- determining pen strokes spatial coordinates of the pen strokes within one of plurality of the designated timeline input areas;
- linearly scaling the pen strokes spatial coordinates to a corresponding time offset in the multimedia data; and
- writing to the file, at the corresponding time offset, data representing the pen strokes.

21. A system, comprising:

- a printer that:

  - receives a multimedia document comprising content ordered sequentially with respect to time and in an original layout,
  - reformats the received multimedia document by augmenting the content of the multimedia document in the original layout to add at least one hot zone positioned in an area contained by spatial coordinates representing a distinct time range in the sequentially ordered content, and visually located with respect to a sequence of content from the sequentially ordered content to create a visual correspondence between the at least one hot zone and the corresponding sequence of content, thereby producing a reformatted multimedia document in an output layout, and
  - outputs the reformatted multimedia document in the output layout; and

- a data storage medium containing a mapping table that describes at least one action associated with the at least one hot zone of the reformatted multimedia document, the at least one action comprising, responsive to receiving pen strokes within the at least one hot zone, writing a representation of the pen strokes to the received multimedia document at the distinct time range corresponding to the at least one hot zone.

22. The system of claim 21, wherein the multimedia document is a video.

23. The system of claim 21, wherein the multimedia document is a printable document.

24. The system of claim 21, further including:

- a device to receive pen strokes made on the reformatted multimedia document; and
- a device to interpret the pen strokes in accordance with the mapping table.

25. A computer program product including a computer readable medium comprising executable instructions thereon, the instructions capable of causing a data processing system to:

- receive a multimedia document comprising content in an original layout, the multimedia document comprising data ordered sequentially with respect to time;
- reformat the received multimedia document, the reformatting comprising augmenting the content of the multimedia document in the original layout to add at least one hot zone positioned in an area contained by spatial coordinates representing a distinct time range in the sequentially ordered data, and visually located with respect to a sequence of data from the sequentially ordered data to create a visual correspondence between the at least one hot zone and the corresponding sequence of data, thereby producing a reformatted multimedia document in an output layout;
- output, by the a printer, the reformatted multimedia document in the output layout; and
- output, by printer, a mapping table describing at least one action associated with the at least one hot zone of the reformatted multimedia document, the at least one action comprising, responsive to receiving pen strokes within the at least one hot zone, writing a representation of the pen strokes to the received multimedia document at the distinct time range corresponding to the at least one hot zone.

26. The computer program product of claim 25, wherein the multimedia document is a video.

27. The computer program product of claim 25, wherein the multimedia document is a printable document.
28. A computer readable medium comprising executable instructions thereon, the instructions capable of causing a data processing system to:
receive a document file comprising multimedia data ordered sequentially with respect to time and a plurality of designated timeline input areas contained by spatial coordinates and capable of receiving pen strokes, each designated timeline input area corresponding to a plurality of distinct key multimedia frames in multimedia data, and spatial coordinates of each designated timeline input area representing a distinct time range corresponding to the plurality of distinct key frames of the received document file, and visually located with respect to the corresponding plurality of distinct key frames to create a visual correspondence between each of the designated timeline input area and the corresponding plurality of distinct key frames;
receive pen strokes within a one of the plurality of designated timeline input areas of the document, the one of the plurality of designated timeline input areas associated via a mapping table with an action comprising, responsive to receiving pen strokes within the one of the plurality of designated timeline input area, writing a representation of the pen strokes to the received multimedia document at distinct time range corresponding to the one of the plurality of designated timeline input area;
determine pen strokes spatial coordinates of the pen strokes within one of plurality of the designated timeline input areas;
linearly scale the spatial coordinates to a corresponding time offset in the multimedia data; and
write to the file, at the corresponding time offset, data representing the pen strokes.

29. A method, comprising:
receiving a video file;
reformatting the received video file, thereby producing an output layout comprising a plurality of designated timeline input areas, each designated timeline input area contained by spatial coordinates, representing a distinct time range corresponding to a plurality of distinct key frames of the received video file, and visually located with respect to the distinct key frames to create a visual correspondence between the designated timeline input area and the corresponding plurality of distinct key frames;
outputting, by a printer, the reformatted video file in the output layout; and
outputting, by the printer, a mapping table describing at least one action associated with at least one of the plurality of designated timeline input areas of the output layout, the at least one action comprising, responsive to receiving written input within the at least one of the plurality of designated timeline input areas, writing a representation of the written input to the received video file at the distinct time range corresponding to the at least one of the plurality of designated timeline input areas contained by the spatial coordinates.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein the plurality of designated timeline input areas are arranged in sequential order with respect to time values of the corresponding plurality of distinct key frames of the video.

31. The method of claim 20, wherein linearly scaling the spatial coordinates to a corresponding time offset in the multimedia data is performed at least in part on a size of the input area.

32. The method of claim 1, wherein writing the representation of the pen strokes to the received multimedia document comprises:
determining a point in the at least one hot zone where the received pen strokes cross a boundary of the at least one hot zone;
determining a temporal location in the multimedia document corresponding to the crossed point; and
writing the representation of the received pen strokes at the determined temporal location in the multimedia document.

33. The method of claim 1 wherein the at least one action further comprises responsive to receiving pen strokes within the at least one hot zone, writing a representation of the pen strokes to an electronic message.

34. The method of claim 1 wherein the at least one action further comprises responsive to receiving pen strokes within the at least one hot zone, displaying a representation of the pen strokes on a screen.

* * * * *